LIVE
GREEN
The Evoluent Verical Mouse is one of
the many great ergonomic products
that Prestige International is the
distributor for. This special computer
mouse promotes sustainability!
PC MAG, CNet, The Wall Street
Journal, MACAddict, PCWorld and
Tech TV have given it Editor's Choice,
Product of the Year and great
reviews!

The Evoluent Vertical Mouse, which is
already standardized in many Fortune
100 Enterprise accounts, has now
been upgraded to the Version 4. You
can compute and Go Green! Evoluent

Evoluent is the inventor of the mouse with a
handshake grip, starting with Vertical Mouse 1 in

mice are Eco-Friendly and made up of

2002. Evoluent now offers the Vertical Mouse 4 in

at least 30% recycled materials which

right hand wired, left hand wired, right hand

contributes and promotes a culture

wireless and right hand small size wired versions.

of environmental responsibility

Mac right hand Bluetooth version will be unveiled

globally.

at the MACWORLD/iWorld 2013.

You can see additional images and
read more about Evoluent by visiting
http://www.team-prestige.com

Prestige International, Inc.
516-872-1250
1-800-773-7449

Evoluent
VerticalMouse 4 Right
VM4R

GREEN LIVING
http://goGREENergonomics.com

Comfortable and easy to use

Evoluent

The shape is thoughtfully sculpted for

VerticalMouse 4 Left

uncompromising comfort and easy-to-reach

VM4L

programmable buttons. No finger contortions are
needed to operate the buttons.

Extended lip prevents rubbing
An extra wide lip along the bottom edge prevents
the last finger from rubbing the desk. The earlier
VM3 has a smaller lip.

Evoluent
VerticalMouse 4 Small
VM4S

Now two thumb buttons
A new bottom thumb button provides greatly
extended functionality when used with the

Evoluent
VerticalMouse 4 Wireless
VM4RW

included driver. Previous models have a single
thumb button.

Adjustable laser sensor
Pointer speed controls on the side allow
convenient adjustment without even releasing
your grip from the mouse. The earlier VM3 has a
speed control on the bottom.

Avoids forearm twisting for comfort
and good health

The patented shape supports your hand in an upright
neutral posture that generally avoids forearm twisting.
Many users, including medical doctors, ergonomists and
Pointer speed indicators
Top mounted LED's show through the chrome
thumb rest to indicate selected pointer speed
including extra low, low, medium to high. The
older VM3 has an indicator on the bottom.

physical therapists, said the Evoluent Vertical Mouse
provides superior comfort and even relieved their wrist
pain. See actual user comments on the Evoluent web
site.

Lighted Evoluent logo

Powerful and intuitive driver

The logo is pure eye candy. The illumination
turns off when the system is in sleep mode
to conserve notebook battery power. Earlier
models have no lighted logo.

Evoluent Mouse Manager for Windows provides
extensive but easy to use functionality for 6
buttons through a simple and intuitive interface.
Earlier drivers have fewer functions.

Improved thumb rest
The thumb rest has been reshaped to
provide even more comfort over earlier
versions.
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